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019B  BISTRATO  
SELF-POLISHING DETERGENT 

 

Technical information 
Two-components detergent, based on first-rate raw materials. The parting of the 2 layers is due to 
the high concentration of raw materials: for this reason the product’s yield is excellent, standing 
very high dilutions. 
It has a powerful action against dirt caused by road traffic. The product can break the electrostatic 
bond magnetically hold by car body, hard to remove without a mechanical work. Excellent 
degreaser for mechanical parts, fork-lift trucks, ferrous metals. Suitable for: trucks, cars, 
tarpaulins, tanks, engines, buses, heavy trucks, garbage cans etc. NO NEED TO SPONGE OR 
BRUSH, just spray the product thinned with water and rinse with cold water using high pressure 
machine. 
 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: Mixture of anionic non ionic surface active agents, alkali, dirt-
suspending agents, polishing agents, emulsifying agents, adjuvants, alcohol, wetting agents, dyes, 
water. 
 

PH: ph 12 thinned 1:20 with water 
 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 
WITH SPRAYER: FOR CARS: shake the product carefully, thin 1:30 with water during 
the cold season, 1:40-60 during the hot season, spray uniformly over the surface, 
always starting from the bottom upwards, rinse cold with high pressure machine. FOR 
TRUCKS, TANKS, BUSES, TARPAULINS: shake the product carefully, thin 1:20 with 
water during the cold season, and 1:40 during the hot season, spray uniformly over the 
surface, always starting from the bottom upwards, rinse cold with high pressure 
machine. FOR ENGINES, HEAVY TRUCKS: shake the product carefully, thin 1:10-15 
with water, spray uniformly over the surface and rinse cold with high pressure machine. 
 

WITH HIGH PRESSURE SELF-AREA CAR-WASHING PLANTS: shake the product 
carefully and thin 50% with water, intake through the proper equipment, adjusting the 
final dilution on 1:50-60 
 

WITH HIGH PRESSURE CLEANER: shake the product carefully and thin with 10-15 
parts of water. Intake the product through the proper equipment. Adjust the dilution in 
accordance with the type of dirt and the surface to clean. Rinse with high pressure 
cleaner. 
 

WARNING: during the hot season we suggest cooling old and mat varnishes, aluminium and 
aluminium alloys before applying the product with sprayer. Avoid the product drying on car body as 
well.  
 

PACKAGE: canisters size kg. 12 –25 
 
 
 

Kimicar s.r.l. declines any responsibility for the wrong use of the products 


